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Dedication

This book is dedicated to my brother-in-law, Allen Pate, who lost his battle with cancer in
January of 2011. Allen can be seen in many of my medical stock footage clips, and a
portion of the proceeds from all sales of his clips benefit the American Cancer Society.
He was a great guy, and I’m proud to have been able to know and work with him.

Nancy and Allen Pate demonstrate how to perform CPR in a stock
footage clip from my gallery.
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Preface

We have all seen the promotions: Make money at home!

Work in your

pajamas! Be your own boss! Some of you may have tried these ventures
with some success, but I am willing to bet that many more have tried and
failed, or may have even been just too afraid to try.
In their survey entitled, ACSIL Global Survey of Stock Footage Companies
2007, the Association of Commercial Stock Image Licensors (ACSIL)
estimated the total revenue generated globally by the stock footage industry
in 2007 was $282 million. Here is your opportunity to participate in this evergrowing industry, right from your home.

About the Author
My name is James Orlowski. I graduated from Penn State University in 1992
with a Bachelor's Degree in Communications.

In 1997, I went back to

school and received a Master's Degree in Multimedia from Duquesne
University in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

My day job consists of editing

television commercials at a Pittsburgh-based production company. In 2008,
I started a little at-home business called OrlowskiDesigns Royalty-Free HD
Stock Footage (http://OrlowskiDesigns.com), and I regularly shoot and
submit stock footage clips to many of the major Internet-based microstock
agencies.
Do you need a degree or prior experience in video production to succeed in
the stock footage business?
passion to learn.

No.

All you need is a little spare time and

There are plenty of producers making good money
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I was familiar with working on video equipment such as cameras,
lighting, and editing software.
Over the years, I have gained valuable experience in this field,
often through trial-and-error. While I do not necessarily consider
myself a “stock footage expert,” I do get numerous inquiries via
email, in forums, and even on the phone from new contributors
wanting to pick my brain. So I am writing this book to share my
experiences and help new producers build a marketable stock
footage portfolio.

About the Book
The intention of this book is to give you an overview of the stock
footage industry. It assumes you have some basic understanding
of cameras, videography, editing techniques, and of course,
computers. It will not teach you how to use a camera or edit your
work. If you have little or no experience in these areas, some of
what will be discussed may be intimidating, but if you are willing
James Orlowski, right, and fellow stock footage producer Jake Hellbach
meet at the Grand Canyon in 2011 to shoot footage.

to learn, the basics found in this book will help you build a solid
foundation in understanding the peculiarities of the stock footage
business.

shooting stock that have no previous video production
experience. You can be among them.

It should not be thought of as an exact road map for your
business. The information on the following pages is simply the

In my situation, shooting stock footage was a perfect fit, once I

distilled story of what I have encountered on my journey so far.

learned of its existence. Since I have nearly 20 years experience,

You will have to adapt what you learn here to your own specific
situation.
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Scattered throughout the pages are actual stock footage
examples from my portfolio. The people in these shots are family
members, friends, or people I have met while looking for new and

This is a sample book only. For more information on getting the full
version, visit http://www.StockFootageBook.com.

unique shots. You should not “copy” these or any other
producer’s ideas, but rather use these examples to help guide
you on what kind of shots you could be planning.
In this enhanced e-book version, the videos are embedded so
you may play them directly in the page without leaving your ereader app. You may also watch the videos at the webpage link
below. The clips are numbered and organized the same as in this
book for easy reference.
Examples: http://OrlowskiDesigns.com/bookvideos
Shooting stock footage is not a “get rich quick” scheme.

But

with a little diligence, creativity, and patience, it can prove to be a
profitable home business. For some stock producers, it is even a
full time job.

Serious shooters can live off income solely

generated from their on-line sales.
I hope you find this book useful.
mileage may vary.

But as with anything, your

Please use the information on the following

pages simply as a guide to help you on your own unique business
venture.
Good luck!
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Chapter 1

What is
Stock
Footage?

I am sure most of you already know what stock footage is, and

what you are seeing.

what it can be used for. But I bet some of you may be thinking to

everyday, probably without even knowing it.

yourself, “What is stock footage?” Simply put, stock footage can
be thought of as “filler” video or animated graphics to convey a
general idea, accentuate a point, illustrate a procedure, or
describe an event. These clips, sometimes referred to as B-roll,
are often accompanied by a professional voice over describing

Movie 1.1 College Student

And I guarantee you see stock footage

I tell people that a great example of stock footage at work can be
seen in all those televised drug commercials. You know the part
of the commercial where the voice over is describing all the
possible side effects of taking the drug?

Usually while this is

being presented, you are looking at happy people enjoying their
lives. They are biking, kayaking, hiking, or enjoying a picnic with
their perfect little families on a perfect summer's day.

These

shots of utopian lifestyles are to distract you from listening to the
awful, dreadful, and frightful things the drug companies legally
have to disclose what could happen if you start taking their drug.
While those shots are not necessarily stock footage clips (the
drug companies have enough money to hire upscale New York
City advertising agencies to shoot their own custom footage),
they are B-roll shots. And those shots are great examples of the
types of clips you should be thinking of when planning your own
stock footage videos.
Stock footage can be thought of as the clipart of the video world.
We are all familiar with clipart, those little illustrations we use
when writing a school paper, composing an email, or even
An example of a stock footage clip from my catalog. The addition of
motion, in this case, a dolly, adds production value to any clip which
helps it sell.

making a poster for a yard sale.

Clipart, in a way, is the

grandparent of stock footage.
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Movie 1.2 Group Stock Footage

combined with production companies realizing the benefits of
buying clips rather than shooting footage themselves, made this
industry explode very quickly. And it is still growing.
Since starting in this business, I watch television, look at
websites, and even view movies differently. I see stock footage
practically everyday. I am now so familiar with what is available,
that I can pick out the clips of people I have met in this industry. I
even see my own clips from time to time, and that is when it really
gets exciting.

It is that excitement that drives me to produce

more; and the more quality clips I produce, the more I sell.
Why does stock footage exist? Quite simply, cost. For example,
if a production company in Texas is editing a documentary or
other project about Pittsburgh, would it be cheaper for them to
A group stock footage clip. Humor can make a clip more unique.

hire a crew, fly them out, put them in a hotel, and pay them by the
hour to get footage of Pittsburgh, or to go on-line and buy what

The next level up from clipart is stock photography. Every time

they need à la carte for a fraction of the cost?

The choice is

you see a picture in a magazine or on a website of a salesperson

pretty obvious.

extending his hand with a smile, or a doctor with a stethoscope

production on a tight budget. Of course, if the budget is large

talking with a patient, or even an attractive real estate lady

enough, or a production calls for something that is too specific for

standing confidently in front of a “for sale” sign, you can almost

a generic stock clip, then stock footage will not fulfill the need. In

guarantee that is a stock photo.

those situations, stock footage would not be appropriate.

In steps stock footage. On-line agencies began offering footage

This brings me to a very important first point: to be a successful

around 2005. Since Internet speeds were getting faster, it was

stock footage clip, it needs to be generic. It needs to be able to

more feasible to upload and download a large video clip―often in

meet the needs of a wide audience. The more generic a clip is,

high-definition resolution―in a reasonable amount of time. That,

the more useful it can be to more people. And the more useful it

Stock footage is often the solution for a
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can be, the more it will sell. Keep that in mind when you start to

based on exposure or usage. In other words, once you license a

think of topics as you build your portfolio.

clip, you are able to use it, usually without hindrance, in a vast
array of projects.

Microstock Defined
This book will primarily focus on the type of stock footage
agencies that are defined as being microstock in nature.
Microstock agencies are those agencies that offer footage from a
vast supply of producers. They mainly license this footage via the
Internet only, meaning, they do not offer shipments of stock
footage on physical media.

The opposite of royalty-free is rights-managed.

Pricing for this

type of footage, usually found at non-microstock agencies, is
completely dependent on the intended use. Also, you license a
clip for use in a single project. If you need to re-use that same
clip in a different situation, you will be required to re-license it.

Their product is only available for

download after purchase, and the price to license such footage is
very low by comparison.
Other stock footage agencies that do not fall into microstock
category generally offer footage shot from in-house producers, or
from a small selection of professionals that have been thoroughly
vetted. It can be argued that footage from these agencies is of
higher quality, since they usually have teams of production
personnel like make-up artists, lighting specialists, and
professional cinematographers on-hand while shooting. But with
this quality comes cost.

The price for footage from non-

microstock agencies is often much more expensive.

Royalty-Free Defined
Microstock agencies also generally only license footage on a
royalty-free basis. Royalty-free is defined as the ability to use and
re-use a licensed clip without the need to pay additional fees
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Review 1.1 Quick Quiz

A shot of Kirk Gibson hitting a game-winning
home run in the 1988 World Series would make
a great stock footage shot*.

A. YES! Anyone would love to use that
shot in a project.
B. NO! That’s too specific. That would
not make a good stock footage clip.

Check Answer

*Credit: Sergio Cilli
We Got That B-Roll!, YouTube
Like this book sample?
Get more information on the full version at http://www.StockFootageBook.com
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